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The main objective of this thesis is to explore experiments about re-
duction of computations involved in the Automatic Speaker Recog-
nition (ASR) task and about generating representations for speaker-
related information from speech data automatically. ASR systems
heavily depend on the features used for representation of speech
information. Over the years, there has been a continuous effort to
generate features that can represent speech as best as possible. This
has led to the use of larger feature sets in speech and speaker recog-
nition systems. However, with the increasing size of the feature set,
it may not necessarily be true that all features are equally important
for speech representation. We investigate the relevance of individual
features in one of popular feature sets, MFCCs. The objective was to
identify features which are more important from speech information
representation perspective. Experiments were conducted for the task
of speaker recognition. Both linear and non-linear dimension reduc-
tion techniques were used for reducing features. Results indicate that
it is possible to reduce the feature set size by more than 60% without
significant loss in accuracy, leading to improvement in the response
of the recognition system due to reduction in computations.

Furthermore, it is also possible to reduce the computational re-
sources required for ASR at the model level. Recent trends have in-
dicated the use of very high computations for solving the problem
of speaker recognition. However, there are cases when gains are not
commensurate to the additional computations involved. We studied
the effect of size of UBM and the total variability matrix, T, in i-vector
modeling on the recognition performance. Results indicate that in-
creasing T beyond 50 does not improve the performance significantly.
For UBM size, 128 is observed as the optimal mixture count. We also
investigate the effect of length of training and testing data on the per-
formance. For performing the experiments, we have used the ALIZE
toolkit and TED-LIUM database. We were able to reduce the time for
extraction of i-vectors from 2 hours and 30 minutes to about 12 min-
utes using our reduced parameters. We then extend the experiments
for a two-pass speaker recognition system where first, the broad ac-
cent category of the test utterance is determined before proceeding to
speaker recognition.

We achieved significant reductions in the sizes of feature sets, some-
times more than 60% reduction in certain cases and improvements
were also obtained using i-vector modeling. The scope of reduction
in computation and the obtained experimental results indicate that
it may possible to derive and create better features than those that
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currently exist for speech representation. Hence, we investigated the
issue of learning features directly from speech data, rather than using
handcrafted features, for the task of automatic speaker recognition.
This strategy can provide us with features that are able to capture and
represent important characteristics of speech data that are needed for
the speaker recognition task. From the results of the experiments, it
may be concluded that learning features directly from data instead
of using human expertise to derive features can be highly beneficial.
Besides saving resources in terms of expertise, it is indicated by ex-
perimental results for ASR task that they outperform the traditional
MFCC feature set on average. It may also be inferred that using a fea-
ture set of size 15 can be beneficial for ASR task. Further, using the
GMM-UBM architecture to model the speakers using the learned fea-
tures leads to good performance without incurring the heavy compu-
tations involved in deep architectures used in end-to-end recognition
systems.
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